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Jaguar Land Rover's  new initiative helps  res idents  on a remote is land of Scotland. Image Credit: Jaguar Land Rover

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

British automaker Land Rover is working to reduce search times and modernize medical response in remote areas
as its business reaches a milestone.

As part of its  70th anniversary celebrations, Land Rover has forged a partnership with geocoding solution
what3words to help medical response teams locate remote addresses. Land Rover's expert Experience drivers and
volunteers traveled across Mull, a remote Scottish island, to deliver special three-word address plates created by
what3words, as part of the project.

"Starting with the initiative in the Isle of Mull, the partnership will enable Jaguar Land Rover to use the strengths of its
people and products to help realize the benefit of what3words' unique addressing technology in societies around
the world," said Chris Thorp, Responsible Business Director, Land Rover. "Building what3words capability into our
vehicles is a natural extension of this relationship."

"The three words initiative demonstrates Land Rover's social responsibility, while brilliantly reinforcing the brand's
off-roading capability by aligning with the world's first off-roading app," said Julie Blackley, communications
manager at iSeeCars, Woburn, MA.
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What3words is a British technology company that has assigned a unique three-word address to three-meter by three-
meter squares across the world. These addresses are searchable on a mobile application that works both on and
offline.

The project in Mull is  the first for the global humanitarian partnership between Jaguar Land Rover and what3words.

A three minute-long film on Land Rover's YouTube channel gives viewers an in-depth look at the impact Land
Rover's three words are having on residents of Mull. Throughout the island, there are areas without formal street
names and larger areas covered by one postal code.
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A fleet of Land Rovers brought what3word's lifesaving technology to Mull, Scotland.

Since the three-word addresses are so precise, emergency teams can more easily find a location to provide their
lifesaving services. It is  clear that Land Rover's hope is to save lives with three words.

The film also includes interviews with Dr. Brian Prendergast, a doctor on Mull, as well as representatives from Land
Rover and what3words. Several Mull residents are also featured thanking the volunteers for their service and
explaining how this new technology is a game changer.

A fleet of Land Rovers is also seen traversing across the scenic Scottish countryside, easily handling the island's
unpredictable weather and terrain. This emphasizes the vehicles' reliability as it helps make emergency medical
care more accessible.

A Land Rover travels across Mull, Scotland. Image credit: Jaguar Land Rover

The Land Rover models are showcased in interior shots, close ups and wide shots, where the cars stand out against
the landscape. Nonetheless, the film's focus remains on the drivers, volunteers and residents that will benefit from
the project.

Showing Land Rover's expert Experience drivers and volunteers arriving at residents' doors with the three-word
address plaques illustrates how close the relationship is between the brand workers and humanitarian partners.
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Drawing attention to its philanthropic efforts is not the only way Land Rover is marking its 70th anniversary.

Land Rover has also celebrated its long history. In honor of World Land Rover Day, the brand celebrated its 70th
birthday with a special broadcast on its YouTube channel. The broadcast, which aired on April 30, spotlighted
models, cars and individuals who are important to Land Rover's history (see story).

The automaker has also released advertisements with a nod to the future generation of adventurous drivers.

In a new film, "70 Years Young" the automaker looks to children to remind drivers to have fun, aligning the thought of
driving its vehicles with pleasure. Another film, "The Spirit of Adventure" showcases a series of explorers who
worked with Land Rover to reach new places and break records with the brand's vehicles (see story).

"The luxury SUV segment has become more competitive, and worthy charitable endeavors can help separate Land
Rover from the competition," said Ms. Blackley.
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